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Robert Gooden ahs written a thoroughly
amusing tale of life in the fast lanes of
Hollysood (Guy Ownes, Jr.). I liked
Robert Goodens SHOWBIZ...a fral good
accountin of my sons life in Hollywood
and the oddments he ran up on (Skeeter
Jones, Sr.). Robert Gooden has written his
most exciting novel yet...a truly timeless,
remarkably textured, bluntly revealing
mirror of how showbiz is...or ought to
be...or might be. That we understand
showbix, the raw nature of star power and
network abuse, and understand the role of
Skeeter Jones int he shaping of
entertainment as we know it today, is due
to this book (anonymous). Robert Gooden,
hailng from southern North Carolina is best
known as a creenwriter and actor appearing
in over seventy television programs and
feature films including M*A*S*H,
QUINCY, and the WALTONS. His latest
film appearance is in BRAINSTROM with
Natalie Wood. Mr. Gooden received an
A.B. Degree from East Carolina
University,m and M.A. from the University
of Denver, and an M.S.B.C.B. Degree from
Los Angelies, California where he is now
residing and writing another novel.
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the Latest Showbiz Breaking News at All the latest celebrity and showbiz news, gossip, photos and videos from the
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Theatre Before she was Wonder Woman, she was Diana, princess of the Amazons, trained to be an unconquerable
warrior. Raised on a sheltered island paradise, when Showbiz Breaking News Irish Examiner Ticket Prices Adult:
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